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ABSTRACT

The strati.5.cation techniques developed in Haas's paper are evaluated.
Using r tests designed to co mpare different regression modela, results
indicate that the between year stratification (BYS) method of model
construction does not explain tbe year to year variation in the data.
rurther, companson of his within year stratification method (WYS)to
his BYS method shows tbat neither technique im proves on the objective
yield procedure for forecast mode1 building.
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FOIlIWOIlD

Stephen Haa. conducted re.earch for the Statiaticall.eporting Service
(SI.S) a. an Intergovernmental Penonne1 Act ([PA) .cientist from Texas
.1& H Univenity.
Bia results were publilahed in SRS Staff Report Ro.
AGIS820317, Harch 1982. The following ab.tract ia from that report.

f

,

"A technique for including the effects of weather in
objective yield forecuta ia developed and evaluated. The
forms of the regrel8ion-type yield component aodela in
current use are not changed.
Ilather, veather-related
inclice. are developed to stratify bistoric objective yield
data used to build the a odela. The objective is to stratify
the data 10 that it will be more repre.entative of growing
conditions dw:ing the forecast year than the 3- or 5-year
.equences of data selected Wling the current technique.
Two .tratification techDiques are investigated-one in which
conditions for individualyeara are compared to the forecut
year and another in which .ub-groups of data are selected
from a pooling of aU historic data. The proposed techniques
are applied to .even yean of winter wheat data from leansas
and the re.ults of forecasu are compared to those made
using the current techDique."
This Addendum attempts to evaluate the techniques described by Haas.
Commanly used and accepted statistical testa are used in this
evaluation.
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SUMMARY

r.

,~

Stephen Maas has presented two lIethods of incorporatins weather
variables in building lIodels for forecasting crop yields. Bis between
year stratification (BYS) Method identifies years whose weather
patterns are sillilar at the state leveL Bis within year stratification
(WYS) IIethod identifies similar weather patterns at the 8811 ple level.
This Addendum shows that neither of his stratification lIethocls
adequately explains the variation in the data. Statistical tests of the
different regression IIodels are made using an F statistic.
Further
comparisons of residual sums of squares are made when the F statistic
is not valid•.
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This .ddendum presents some st.tisti.c:al analyse. which show that the
weather-re1ated indices considered in M.u·s report do not .dequ.tely
improve the current objective yield foreca.t .odel building procedure.
The .t.tistical
techniques which could be used
.nalyze the
.ummarized data in the report do not have the power to detect
differences in regression models based on d.ta from only seven years.
Therefore, this analysis is b.sed on the original d.ta.

to

The idea of using we.ther variables to improve a regre88i.onmodel for
forec •• ting yields is well worth considering. Questions .rise, however,
concerning how to incorporate weather variables into the model.
M••• •• paper presents two methods for incorpor.ting weather variables
in selecting data to ~uild foreca.t yield modele.
The £i.:rst method classifies each year according to a .pecific index.
Then the years cho.en for computing the regre88i.oncoefficients for the
model are those years whoseindices are closest to the index of the year
for which a forec.st it to be made. This method is called the IYS
method in the paper.
The indices used are April relative loil w.ter,
cumulative manm um te mperature, .nd .verage Italk number per
sample. In M.as·s paper each of these indices w.s used individu.lly, and
also all combinations of two of these indices were used. Thus six
possible models were compared.
The second method classifies each •• mple according to •• pecific index.
The .a mples .re then divided into groups .ccording to their value of
this index. E.ch of the.e groups determines a model .nd a forec •• t is
m.de for e.ch .ample in the forecast year bued on the group in which
it has been classified. This method is called the WYS method in the
paper .nd is used only with the April relative .oil water index.
The method of analyaia that I have used in this Addendumis to compare
various linear regre88i.onsusing P-tests. (See Neter .nd Wal8erm.n,
Applied Line.r Statistical Models, 1974, Chapter 7). Since the methods
pre.ented in this p.per .nd the current objective yield methoda both
forecast yield from linear regressions, we are only interested (in this
analysia) in comparl..ngvarious linear models. In what follow. X will
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denote stalk counts and will be the independent variable in tbe model,
while Y will denote tbe DUmberof beads and will be tbe dependent
variable, and the Greek letters (a, S, lJ) will denote tbe regreuion
coefficients of tbe mode!. Subscnpts will be used to distinguish
parameters within a model and variables whicb bave been placed in
8U))groUpS.
In tbe analysis we will assume tbat we bave a multiple linear regresaion
with p para meters. We will want to test tbe hypotbesis tbat a 8ubset B
of these parameters is zero. Our alternative will be that at least one
e1ement of B is non-zero. The model with p param eten ia called the
full model. The model which assumes the elements of B are zero is
called t1t~reduced mode!. We denote tbe corresponding model sum of
squares R SSMp and SSMa respectively. If B contains q elements and
SSEp denotes the error sum of squares for tbe full model, tben the
quantity
(SSMp- SSMa)/(p-q
SSE p/(n-p)

has an p distribution with (p-q) and (n-p) degrees of freedom.
case this quantity will be used to test our hypothesis.

ANALYSIS I

In each

The first analysis is. of the BYS metbod. A between year stratification
will improve the model only if the regression para meters are not the
same from year to year. The first step, then, is to answer tbe question,
''If a separate regression were run for each year, would the regression
7
parameters be the 8ame or different?" Consider the model Y - I

i-I
(lJ. + a.X.) where the subscnpt i is used to distinguish years. Wecan
1.

1. 1.

answer our question by testing the hypothesis:

a

H: lJ 1 - lJ2 - ••• - lJ 7 and 1 - ~2 - ••• - fl7
against tbe alternative hypothesis
K: ~. ~ \J. or
1.

J

a. ~ S.J for 80me i ~ i1.

Lines one and two in Table 1 have the sums of squares, mean squared
errors, and relevant degrees of freedom for the regressions based on the
two hypotheses. Under the usual normality assumptions the difference
between the model 8ums of 8quare8 (6,541,964 - 5,963,338 - 578,626) is
distributed as a multiple of a chi-square random variable with 12
degrees of freedom and is independent of the error sum of 8quares from
the full model, which is distributed a8 the same multiple of a chi-square
random variable with 546 degree8 of freedom. The P-statistic
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F(12,546) - 578,626/12 - 6.29
7,663
can be used to test the hypotbesis B against the alternative X. Since
P-value is 1e•• than .001, ve reject tbe hypothesis H. Tberefore, ve
conclude that tbe rearel8ion para1lleten are different between yea~ •

w
.

,

T;l~le 1: Model Su.s of Squares, Dearees of Freed01ll, and Mean Squared Erron
Hodel
D. F.

Hodel

1.

2.

3.

4.

Su1Ilof
Squares

Error
D. F.

Mean Squares
Error

Common slope and
intercept for all
subsets of tbe data

1

5,963,338

558

8,535

Different slope and
intercept for eacb
year

13

6,541,964

546

7,663

Slopes and intercepts
depending on yearly
average April relative
soil water (BYS)

'5

6,089,627

554

8,369

Slopes and intercepts
depending on sa 1Ilple
relative soil water (WYS)

5

6,288,105

554

8,011

Since there are differences in the reareeaions fro1ll year to year, we can
try to separate tbe years into groups wbose reareuions are similar.
Using the average April relative .oil vater from Figure 8 in Hau's
paper, I would form three groups as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)

1977, 1978;
1974, 1975, 1976;
1979, 1980.

Line three of Table 1 bas tbe IUm of squares, mean squared error and
a•• ociated dearees of freedo m for a rearesalon model based on this
arouping of years. When compared with line one, this model explains
more of tbe variation in Y than the model which a•• umes a com mon
slope and intercept for all years.
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(F(4, 554) - (6,089,627- 5,963,838)/4 • 3.77,
8369
P-value...,.005). However, the model does not sufficiently explain the
between year variation (comparing with line 2,

,

F(8,546) • (6,541,964 -6,089,627)/8 • 7.38, P-value < .001).
7,663
Figure 1 is a plot of the fitted regreuion lines 888U ming there is a
different slope and intercept each year. We have seen by the analysis
presented in the preceeding paragraph that we cannot replace these
seven lines by only three lines based on April relative soil water. In
fact, we cannot replace these seven lines with three lines no matter
how they are grouped. However, almost any arouping will be an
improvement over a single line. Furthermore, if we divide the seven
years into more than three groups, there are not enough years of data
to provide reliable statistical tests. Therefore, there is no reason to
believe that the IYS method presented in Maas's paper would be an
improvement over current objective yield methods.

ANALYSIS

2

For the WYSmethod the data are divided into three groups according to
the relative soil water (RSW) available for each sample. Plots with
RSWvalues leIS than .•2 were grouped together; plots with RSWbetween
.2 and .6 were grouped together; and plots with RSW greater than .6
were group together. (This is Maas's stratification).
The regression
sum of squares is shown in line four of Table 1. Comparing this with
line one, we can see that this model explains more of the variation than
the model which has a single line (F(4,554) • 10.14, P-Value < .001);
however, a comparison with lines two and three shows that this model is
only slightly better than the IYS method using April relative soil water
and does not explain as much of the variation as the model which has a
separate line for each of the seven years. Other indices, t~ough, may
produce a better within year stratification than RSW. This"cannot be
determined from the report or the available data. Further work in this
area may be useful.
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FIGURE 1:
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CONCLUSIONS

"

,

Bled on the comparisons made here, none of the weather indices used in
die paper do an adequate job in improving the current model used in the
operating progra m. If further research ia to be done in this area, the
results should be presented in a form which allows. direct compariaon
with the current objective yield. This co. pariaon should include either
testS of hypotheses or the data from whi.c:bthese tests can be made. To
do this wUl probably require a large number of yean of objective yield
data •
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